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FORKED



type:
finish:
size:

FORKED PENDANT / SHADE / GLOBE
BURNT STEEL / SMOKED
LARGE

BUSTER + PUNCH STARTED IN A GARAGE IN EAST 
LONDON, BUILDING CUSTOM MOTORBIKES AND  
SOLID METAL INTERIOR DETAILS.

Our love for working with rare, solid metals has led 
us to transform everyday functional fittings into 
extraordinary home essentials.

This is the Forked lighting collection, combining 
cast, machined and hand-spun solid metal, with  
a unique fork detail . It ’s a range that celebrates  
the beauty and elegance of solid metals, with a  
compelling new Buster + Punch aesthetic.

The debut collection includes versatile modular 
ceiling and pendant lights in medium or large.  
A hand-spun solid metal shade in a matching finish 
can be added, alternatively, a handblown globe 
in smoked or opal glass can be used alone, or 
combined with a shade. Forked is available in steel, 
burnt steel, brass or gun metal finishes, and will 
be expanded over time as a range. Each variation 
comes with its own dimmable B+P LED bulb, with 
proportions optimised for each specific light.

The range’s components can be configured to  
cast either a soft ambient light or cast a light  
that ’s more directional and task-orientated. 
Forked’s finishes combine with our hardware, 
electricity switches, and existing Buster + Punch 
lighting to create a coherent look in any setting.

BUSTERANDPUNCH.COM



[ detail. FORKED. ]

Forked’s defining feature is its fork intersection,  

which helps ensure each light hangs perfectly  

straight. The rough-cast fork brings a delicate 

industrial aesthetic that offsets against the refined 

linear knurl of the light holder. The casting process  

for the fork means each light is one-of-a-kind.
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FORKED PENDANT

category:
socket:
voltage:
classification:
detail:

size:

finish pendant: finish shade: finish globe:

A modular light pendant made from cast, hand-spun and machined solid metal. 
Choose from steel, burnt steel, brass or gun metal and add a shade, globe or both. 
The light features our cast forked detailing and signature diamond-cut linear knurling. 
Modular options include a handblown smoked glass globe and hand-spun solid metal 
shade. A Forked-specific dimmable Buster Bulb is included, casting a soft ambient light.

PENDANT LIGHTS
E27
220-240V
CB/CE CERTIFIED
CAST FORK

LARGE

STEEL
BRASS
GUN METAL

STEEL
BURNT STEEL
BRASS
GUN METAL

OPAL
SMOKED

type:

finish:
size:

FORKED PENDANT / 
SHADE 
BRASS
LARGE
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[ detail. MODULAR. ]

Forked’s modular design makes it very simple to create 

the perfect ambience for a space. The shade and globe 

bring their own unique qualities and aesthetic edge into 

play, to enhance the mood you wish to set. Choose 

from shade only, globe only, or shade plus globe. All 

components can be swapped over time should you 

want to switch up your look.

type:

finish:
size:

FORKED PENDANT / 
SHADE / GLOBE 
STEEL / OPAL
LARGE
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FORKED CEILING

category:
socket:
voltage:
classification:
detail:

A modular ceiling light made from cast, hand-spun and machined solid metal. Choose 
from steel, burnt steel, brass or gun metal and add a shade, globe or both. The light 
features our cast forked detailing and signature diamond-cut linear knurling. Modular 
options include a handblown smoked glass globe and hand-spun solid metal shade.  
A Forked-specific dimmable Buster Bulb is included, casting a soft ambient light.

CEILING LIGHTS
E27
220-240V
CB/CE CERTIFIED
CAST FORK

finish pendant: finish shade: finish globe:STEEL
BRASS
GUN METAL

STEEL
BURNT STEEL
BRASS
GUN METAL

OPAL
SMOKED

type:

finish:
size:

FORKED CEILING / 
SHADE 
BURNT STEEL
LARGE
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MEDIUM LARGE



[ detail. GLOBE. ]

The handblown glass globe, in smoked or opal, plays an 

integral role in the light pattern of your Forked light. The opal 

globe gives a strong ambient light, making it a good option 

for lighting entire spaces. Adding a smoked globe to Forked 

creates a subtle light effect, with the bulb itself adding a 

touch of visual drama. Each version of Forked comes with its 

own specially-developed Buster + Punch LED bulb.

type:
finish:
size:

FORKED PENDANT / GLOBE 
STEEL / SMOKED
MEDIUM



[ range. FORKED LIGHTING. ] 

sku: (large)

GFP-843108
GFP-823098
GFP-873118

sku: (large)

GFC-843144
GFC-823134
GFC-873154

sku: (medium)

GFP-843107
GFP-823097
GFP-873117

sku: (medium)

GFC-843143
GFC-823133
GFC-873153

sku: (large)

GFP-853110
GFP-493100
GFP-883120

sku: (large)

GFC-853146
GFC-493136
GFC-883156

sku: (large)

GFP-833106
GFP-893126
GFP-813096
GFP-863116

sku: (large)

GFC-833142
GFC-893162
GFC-813132
GFC-863152

sku: (large)

GFP-833103
GFP-893123
GFP-813093
GFP-863113

sku: (large)

GFC-833139
GFC-893159
GFC-823129
GFC-863149

sku: (large)

GFP-833104
GFP-893124
GFP-813094
GFP-863114

sku: (large)

GFC-833140
GFC-893160
GFC-493130
GFC-863150

sku: (medium)

GFP-853109
GFP-493099
GFP-883119

sku: (medium)

GFC-853145
GFC-493135 
GFC-883155

sku: (medium)

GFP-833105
GFP-893125
GFP-813095
GFP-863115

sku: (medium)

GFC-833141
GFC-893161
GFC-813131
GFC-863151

sku: (medium)

GFP-833101           
GFP-893121        
GFP-813091          
GFP-863111

sku: (medium)

GFC-833137           
GFC-833157         
GFC-823127           
GFC-863147

sku: (medium)

GFP-833102
GFP-893122
GFP-813092
GFP-863112

* Gun Metal coming soon * Gun Metal coming soon

sku: (medium)

GFC-833138
GFC-833158
GFC-493128
GFC-863148

finish: 

steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 

steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 

steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 

steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 

steel
burnt steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 

steel
burnt steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 
 
steel
burnt steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 
 
steel
burnt steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 

steel
burnt steel
brass
gun metal*

finish: 

steel
burnt steel
brass
gun metal*

FORKED PENDANT / GLOBE / OPAL FORKED CEILING / GLOBE / OPAL

FORKED PENDANT / GLOBE / SMOKED FORKED CEILING / GLOBE / SMOKED

FORKED PENDANT / SHADE FORKED CEILING / SHADE

FORKED PENDANT / SHADE / GLOBE / SMOKED FORKED CEILING / SHADE / GLOBE / SMOKED

FORKED PENDANT / SHADE / GLOBE / OPAL FORKED CEILING  / SHADE / GLOBE / OPAL 



BUSTER + PUNCH / UK

29 St. Peters Street

Stamford, PE9 2PF

United Kingdom

+44 (0)20 7407 0888

BUSTER + PUNCH / STOCKHOLM

Artillerigatan 25

114 45 Stockholm

Sweden

+46 (0)8 588 395 50

BUSTER + PUNCH / NORTH AMERICA

10844 Burbank Blvd.

North Hollywood, CA 91601

United States

+1 (818) 392-3827

BUSTER + PUNCH / AUS

The Woolstores

Shed 74, 4D Huntley Street

Alexandria, NSW 2015

Australia

1300 069 345

PRESS ENQUIRIES

Global Press: press@busterandpunch.com

North American Press: press@busterandpunch.us

SALES ENQUIRIES

 Global Sales: sales@busterandpunch.com

North American Sales:  sales@busterandpunch.us

INFORMATION

info@busterandpunch.com

FOLLOW US

Instagram: @busterandpunch

Facebook: busterandpunch

BUSTER + PUNCH, BUSTER + PUNCH LOGO, B+P LOGO

AND [END.ORDINARY.] SLOGAN ARE REGISTERED

TRADEMARKS OF BUSTER AND PUNCH LIMITED.


